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Industrial HiVision from
Hirschmann
Hirschmann’s Industrial HiVision
offers enhanced security
functionalities for the configuration
and supervision of industrial
Ethernet networks.

Industrial HiVision allows
all managed switches from
any SNMP-enabled device
to be monitored, including
those from Hirschmann and
GarrettCom. In addition, the
MultiConfig function enables
multiple network nodes to
be configured quickly and
consistently.
This upgrade reduces risk in
industrial applications with
all-around infrastructure
protection of both new and
existing networks, ultimately
maximizing network uptime.

A new product to
serve your needs·

•	All network infrastructure and terminal
equipment that supports SNMP can be
integrated, including any device-specific
properties, with enhanced security and
reduced risk
•	Using MultiConfig, the same parameters
can be configured simultaneously for
multiple devices, both when commissioning
the system and during subsequent live
operation
•	The network topology is automatically
recognized and accurately visualized,
including unmanaged switches and hubs,
and the new security lockdown feature
allows for simplified and efficient network
security deployment
Since its first release, Industrial HiVision has
undergone continual development, with a
focus on the functionality required in an automation environment. As a result, the current
release offers a rich feature set, including
increased security functionalities for both
the software and the network. It is available
for Windows and Linux operating systems.
The software can be used for reliable and
convenient management of industrial networks, from configuring network nodes and
visualizing network topologies, to detailed
status displays.

Therefore, the network administrator has
access at all times to the information needed
for efficient network management, accurate
location faults and maintenance work. In
short, Industrial HiVision is a core component
for enhancing the availability of data communication.
The newest upgrade is designed with expanded
security features, such as a security lockdown
feature, configuration signature check and
configuration file compare function. The
result is all-around network protection and
high-performance network management.
Applications
Industrial HiVision can be used wherever networks have to meet the highest requirements
in terms of security and availability, whether
in the vertical manufacturing, transportation,
machine building, discrete processing, factory
automation, or power and utility industries.
Industrial networks are becoming increasingly
complex, so to ensure efficient administration,
Industrial HiVision allows distributed management with hierarchical master/slave stations.
Most importantly, this software requires no
special IT knowledge. The wizard guides you
easily and systematically through the network
management setup process.

Industrial HiVision from Hirschmann

Your Benefits
The HiFusion tool in Industrial HiVision enables the integration of SNMP-enabled devices from
different manufacturers into a single network management application: switches, PLCs, I/O
modules and HMI panels. Therefore, this software offers maximum network visibility. Using
MultiConfig, hundreds of devices can be configured simultaneously, even while they are in
operation. This not only saves time, but also ensures consistent configuration of the network
infrastructure. Since the network topology is recognized automatically, all the network nodes
and links are accurately displayed on screen, including any unmanaged switches and hubs. This
means that the display always shows the exact network status, including security threats, and
faults can be located quickly. Industrial clients are made available free of charge and license
fees are payable only for the server.
See for yourself just how powerful this software is. You can download Industrial HiVision free
of charge from www.hivision.de and test it for 30 days – or even longer on request.
Network Visualization and Configuration Software

Industrial HiVision offers
a host of functions to meet
the special requirements
of industrial network
management

Industrial HiVision is designed with a focus on security, specifically for automation networks.
The latest upgrade provides an overview of the current state of each Hirschmann device, showing
exactly where security functions should be used. It also scans periodically for new devices on the
network. The built-in SNMP/OPC server enables network supervision to be integrated with ease
into SCADA applications, and the graphical user interface, which supports numerous languages,
is available as an ActiveX control.
The software also offers such features as customized menus, redundant servers, Web browser
client, VLAN viewer, MIB browser, Edit and Run mode, long-term trending, comprehensive export
functions, asset management and centralized license management.
Industrial HiVision
Networks often fail because of an unauthorized change to a network infrastructure device. The
latest version of Industrial HiVision offers a variety of security features, designed to streamline
network management and effectively monitor exposure to such threats.
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Network administrators are now able to:
•	A ssign various rights and levels of access to the network
through the new user roles feature, increasing application
security and regulatory compliance. These rights include
read-only, read/write, the ability to create additional users,
and whether a user can access the Industrial HiVision server
through a web browser.
•	Access all systems they need with one username and
password through the single sign-on function, review a
comprehensive history of user actions through the audit
trail feature and apply standard security functions with
the security lockdown feature across all devices with just
a few clicks.
The HiMobile 2.0 client for Industrial HiVision runs as an app
for iOS, Android, and Windows tablets and phones, providing
a complete graphical topology map of the entire network,
including subdomains, at the time the map was downloaded.
Network administrators therefore have access to the information they need at all times for effective network management.
Industrial HiVision
Part No.

Order No.

943 156-016

Industrial HiVision, 16 nodes

943 156-032

Industrial HiVision, 32 nodes

943 156-064

Industrial HiVision, 64 nodes

943 156-128

Industrial HiVision, 128 nodes

943 156-256

Industrial HiVision, 256 nodes

943 156-512

Industrial HiVision, 512 nodes

943 156-124

Industrial HiVision, 1024 nodes

943 156-248

Industrial HiVision, 2048 nodes

943 156-496

Industrial HiVision, 4096 nodes

Download Industrial HiVision free of charge from
www.hivision.de, and test it for 30 days at your convenience.
An additional free of charge 30 day evaluation period is
available by registering the software after the trial period
has expired.

Annual Maintenance Plan

The Hirschmann Annual Maintenance Plan (AMP) offers you
cost-effective updates for the Industrial HiVision network
management software. For a single payment, you will automatically receive the latest version for a period of twelve
months, saving up to 60% compared to the purchase of a
one-time update.

Part No.

Order No.

942 021-016

Annual Maintenance Plan for Industrial HiVision for 16 nodes

942 021-032

Annual Maintenance Plan for Industrial HiVision for 32 nodes

942 021-064

Annual Maintenance Plan for Industrial HiVision for 64 nodes

942 021-128

Annual Maintenance Plan for Industrial HiVision for 128 nodes

942 021-256

Annual Maintenance Plan for Industrial HiVision for 256 nodes

942 021-512

Annual Maintenance Plan for Industrial HiVision for 512 nodes

942 021-124

Annual Maintenance Plan for Industrial HiVision for 1024 nodes

942 021-248

Annual Maintenance Plan for Industrial HiVision for 2048 nodes

942 021-496

Annual Maintenance Plan for Industrial HiVision for 4096 nodes
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Benefits at a Glance
•	Using MultiConfig, hundreds of devices can be configured simultaneously – both when commissioning the system and during subsequent live operation
•	HiFusion allows all SNMP-enabled devices to be integrated into the management system, including any device-specific properties
•	Network topology is automatically recognized and accurately visualized, including any unmanaged switches and hubs
•	Distributed network management with hierarchical master/slave stations
•	Setup wizard makes it easy to set up the network management and quickly adjust its configuration
•	SNMP/OPC server for integrating SCADA applications
•	Graphical user interface available as an ActiveX control
•	DTM interface enables seamless operation in FDT applications
•	User roles control access to the network by granting different levels of access rights
•	One set of credentials for single sign-on to multiple devices
•	LDAP or RADIUS user authentication
•	Audit trail for reviewing a complete history of user actions
•	Security lockdown feature for applying security functions with a couple of clicks
•	Configuration signature check monitors changes to device configuration files
•	Configuration file compare function highlights the specific configuration change
•	HiMobile 2.0 for iOS, Android, Windows tablets and phones
•	User interface supports numerous languages
•	Versions available for Windows 8.1 and Red Hat 7.0
•	Free 30-day trial with option for extension
•	Perfectly adapted to the entire Hirschmann and GarrettCom product portfolio

Always Stay Ahead with Belden
In a highly competitive environment, it is crucial to have reliable partners who are
able to add value to your business. When it comes to signal transmissions, Belden
is the No. 1 solutions provider. We understand your business and want to know your
specific challenges and targets to see how effective signal transmission solutions
can push you ahead of the competition. By combining the strengths of our five
leading brands, Belden, GarrettCom, Hirschmann, Lumberg Automation and Tofino
Security, we are able to offer the solution you need. Today, it may be a single cable,
a switch or a connector, thus solving a specific issue; tomorrow, it can be a complex
range of integrated applications, systems and solutions.
For more information, visit us at www.belden.com and follow us on Twitter @BeldenInc.
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